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Abstract. We introduce CoCasl as a simple coalgebraic extension of
the algebraic specification language Casl. CoCasl allows the nested
combination of algebraic datatypes and coalgebraic process types. We
show that the well-known coalgebraic modal logic can be expressed in
CoCasl. We present sufficient criteria for the existence of cofree models,
also for several variants of nested cofree and free specifications. Moreover,
we describe an extension of the existing proof support for Casl (in the
shape of an encoding into higher-order logic) to CoCasl.

In recent years, coalgebra has emerged as a convenient and suitably general
way of modeling the reactive behaviour of systems [26]. While algebraic specification deals with inductive datatypes generated by constructors, coalgebraic
specification deals with coinductive process types that are observable by selectors. An important role is played here by final coalgebras, which are complete
sets of possibly infinite behaviours, such as streams or even the real numbers.
For algebraic specification, the Common Algebraic Specification Language
Casl [20] has been designed as a unifying standard, while for the much younger
field of coalgebraic specification there is still a divergence of notions and notations. The idea pursued here is to obtain a fruitful synergy by extending Casl
with coalgebraic constructs that dualize (in the sense of e.g. [5]) the algebraic
constructs already present in Casl.
In more detail, CoCasl provides a basic co-type construct, cogeneratedness
constraints, and structured cofree specifications; moreover, coalgebraic modal
logic is introduced as syntactical sugar. Co-types serve to describe reactive processes, equipped with observer operations whose role is dual to that of the constructors of a datatype. Cotypes can be qualified as being cogenerated or cofree,
respectively, thus imposing full abstractness and realization of all observable
behaviours, respectively. The most powerful construct are cofree specifications,
which allow specifying final models of arbitrary specifications. Of course, this
raises the question for what kinds of specifications such final models actually exist. We provide a sufficient existence condition which covers specifications that
employ initially specified datatypes in observer functions and restrict behaviours
by modal formulas. For such cases, we also lay out how the existing proof support for Casl, realized by means of an encoding into Isabelle/HOL [16], can be
extended to CoCasl. In summary, CoCasl is a syntactically and semantically
simple extension of Casl that allows a straightforward treatment of reactive
behaviour.

1

Casl

The specification language Casl (Common Algebraic Specification Language)
has been designed by CoFI, the international Common Framework Initiative
for Algebraic Specification and Development [20]. Its features include first-order
logic, partial functions, subsorts, sort generation constraints, and structured and
architectural specifications. For the language definition and a full formal semantics cf. [20]. An important point here is that the semantics of structured and
architectural specifications is independent of the logic employed for basic specifications, so that the language is easily adapted to the extension of the logic
envisaged here. That said, CoCasl does introduce one additional structuring
concept, namely, cofree specifications.
We now briefly recall the many-sorted Casl institution; subsorting is then
defined on top of this. Full details can be found in [20, 17]. A Casl signature consists of a set of sorts, two sets of (total and partial) function symbols, and a set
of predicate symbols (each symbol coming with a string of argument sorts and,
for function symbols, a result sort). Signature morphisms map the four components in a compatible way. Models are many-sorted partial first order structures.
Homomorphisms are so-called weak homomorphisms. That is, they are total as
functions, and they preserve (but not necessarily reflect) the definedness of partial functions and the satisfaction of predicates.
Over such a signature, sentences are built from atomic sentence using the
usual features of first order logic. Here, an atomic sentence is either a definedness
assertion, a strong equation, an existence equation, or a predicate application;
see [20] for details. There is an additional type of sentence that goes beyond
first-order logic: a sort generation constraint states that a given set of sorts is
generated by a given set of functions, i.e. that all the values of the generated
sorts are reachable by some term in the function symbols, possibly containing
variables of other sorts.
The Casl language is defined on top of this institution, offering a richer and
more convenient syntax than the plain Casl institution. For instance, it provides
powerful constructs for defining datatypes, which are briefly recalled below, in
direct comparison to the corresponding CoCasl constructs.
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Type and cotype definitions

The basic Casl construct for type definitions is the types construct. It declares
constructors and, optionally, selectors for a datatype (or several datatypes at
once); both constructors and selectors may be partial. Such a type declaration
is expanded into the declaration of the constructor and selector operations and
axioms relating the selectors and constructors. Nothing else is said about the
type; thus, there may not only be ‘junk’ and ‘confusion’, but there may also be
rather arbitrary behaviour of the selectors outside the range of the corresponding
constructors.

In CoCasl, this construct is complemented by the cotypes construct. In its
full form, the syntax of this construct is identical to the types construct; e.g.,
one may write
cotype Process ::= cont(hd1 :?Elem; next :?Process)
| fork (hd2 :?Elem; left :?Process; right :?Process)
thus determining constructors and selectors as for types. However, for cotypes,
the constructors are optional and the selectors are mandatory. Moreover, the
cotype construct introduces a number of additional axioms concerning the domains of definition of the selectors, besides the axioms relating constructors with
their selectors as for types:
– the domains of two selectors in the same alternative are the same,
– the domains of two selectors in different alternatives are disjoint, and
– the domains of all selectors of a given sort are jointly exhaustive.
Thus, the alternatives in a cotype are to be understood as parts of a disjoint
sum.
Definition 1. A cotype in CoCasl is given by the local environment sorts and
the family of observers
CT = (S, (obsi,j,k : Ti → Ti,j,k )i=1...n,j=1...mi ,k=1...ri,j ).
Here, S is a set of sorts (the local environment sorts, also called observable sorts),
T1 . . . Tn are the newly declared process types (or non-observable sorts) in the
cotype (which possibly involve mutual recursion, and obsi,j,k is the k-th observer
of the j-th alternative in the cotype definition of Ti . Ti,j,k is the result sort of
the observer; it may be either one of the Ti or one of the local environment sorts
in S. The signature Sig(CT ) of a cotype CT consists of the local environment
sorts S, the cotype sorts T1 . . . Tn , and the profiles of the observers; the theory
T h(CT ) also adds the above listed axioms.
Cotypes correspond directly to coalgebras:
Proposition 1. To a given CoCasl cotype definition CT , one can associate
a functor F : Setn → Setn such that the category of partial T h(CT )-algebras
is isomorphic to the category of F -coalgebras. In particular, this implies that all
homomorphisms between partial T h(CT )-algebras are closed [6], i.e. not only
preserve, but also reflect definedness.

3

Generation and cogeneration constraints

In order to exclude ‘junk’ from models of datatypes, Casl provides generatedness constraints that essentially introduce (higher order) implicit induction
axioms. Dually, CoCasl introduces cogeneratedness constraints that amount to
an implicit coinduction axiom and thus restrict the models of the datatype to
fully abstract ones. This means that equality is the largest congruence w.r.t. the

spec Stream1 [sort Elem] =
cogenerated cotype
Stream ::= cons(hd : Elem; tl : Stream)
end
Fig. 1. Cogenerated specification of bit streams in CoCasl
.

introduced sorts, operations and predicates (excluding the constructors). In the
example in Fig. 1, the Stream-models are (up to isomorphism) the tl-closed
subsets of E ω , where E is the interpretation of the sort Elem. A more complex
example is the specification of CCS [18]. States are generated by the CCS syntax,
but they are identified if they are bisimilar w.r.t. the ternary transition relation.
This can be expressed in CoCasl by stating that states are cogenerated w.r.t.
the transition relation.
Formally, a cogeneration constraint over a signature Σ is a subsignature
fragment (i.e. a tuple of component-wise subsets that need not by itself form
¯ , PF
¯ , P̄ ) of Σ. In the above example, the
a complete signature) Σ̄ = (S̄, TF
cogeneration constraint is ({Elem}, {hd, tl}, ∅, ∅).
A Σ-cogeneration constraint Σ̄ ⊆ Σ is satisfied in a Σ-model M if each
equivalence relation on M that
– is the equality relation on sorts in Σ̄, and
– is a closed congruence for the operations and predicates in Σ̄
is the equality relation. (Recall from [6] that a congruence on a partial algebra
is closed if domains of partial functions and predicates are closed under the
congruence.)
Note that selectors of cotypes, which play the role of observers, are always
unary. However, like the generated { . . . } construct in Casl, the cogenerated { . . . } construct allows the inclusion of arbitrary signature items in the
cogeneratedness constraint, so that observers of arbitrary arity are also possible. In particular, observers may have additional observable arguments (cf. the
example in Fig. 6 below) as well as several non-observable arguments.
In duality to generated types in Casl, the construct cogenerated cotype
. . . abbreviates cogenerated {cotype . . . }. No such abbreviation is provided
for cogenerated {type . . . }, the use of which is in fact expressly discouraged. A
particularly discouraging example for the use of types where cotypes are expected
is given in 6.
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Free types and cofree cotypes

Casl allows the exclusion not only of ‘junk’ in datatypes, but also of ‘confusion’,
i.e. of equalities between different constructor terms. To this end, it provides the

(basic) free types construct. Free datatypes carry implicit axioms that state,
beside term-generatedness, the injectivity of the constructors and the disjointness of their images. The most immediate effect of these axioms is that recursive
definitions on a free datatype are conservative. The elements of a free datatype
can be thought of as being the (finite) constructor terms, i.e. in a suitable sense
finite trees.

spec Stream2 [sort Elem] =
cofree cotype
Stream ::= (hd : Elem; tl : Stream)
end
Fig. 2. Cofree specification of bit streams in CoCasl.

In CoCasl, we provide, dually, a cofree cotypes construct that specifies
the absolutely final coalgebra of infinite behaviour trees (see Example 6 on why
there is no cofree types construct). More concretely, this means that, in addition to cogeneratedness, there is also a principle stating that there are enough
behaviours, namely all infinite trees [2] (with branching as specified by the selectors). In contrast to its dual (no confusion among constructors), the latter
principle cannot be expressed in first-order logic; however, a second-order specification is possible (see below). In the example in Fig. 2, the Stream2-models
are isomorphic to E ω , where E is the interpretation of the sort Elem.
Definition 2. Given a set of sorts S, an S-colouring is just an S-sorted family
of sets (of colours).
We are now ready to dualize the important algebraic concept of term algebra.
Definition 3. Given a cotype
CT = (S, (obsi,j,k : Ti → Ti,j,k )i=1...n,j=1...mi ,k=1...ri,j )
and an S-colouring C, the behaviour algebra Beh CT (C) is defined to be the
following Sig(CT )-algebra:
– the carriers for observable sorts (i.e. in S) are those determined by C;
– the carriers for a non-observable sort Ti0 consist of all infinite trees of the
following form:
• each inner node is labelled with a pair (Ti , j), where Ti is a nonobservable sort and j ∈ {1 . . . mi } selects an alternative out of those
for Ti ;
• the root is labelled with (Ti0 , j0 ) for some j0 ;
• each leaf is labelled with an observable sort s ∈ S and some colour from
Cs ;

• each non-leaf node with label (Ti , j) has one child for each of the observers obsi,j,k (k = 1 . . . ri,j ). The child node is labelled with the result
sort of the observer.
– an observer operation obsi0 ,j,k is defined for a tree with root (Ti0 , j0 ) if and
only if j = j0 , and in this case, it just selects the child tree corresponding to
the observer.
Proposition 4. Given a cotype
CT = (S, (obsi,j,k : Ti → Ti,j,k )i=1...n,j=1...mi ,k=1...ri,j )
and an S-colouring C, the behaviour algebra Beh CT (C) is final in the following
sense: for any Sig(CT )-algebra A equipped with a C-colouring h (that is, a
family of maps (hs : As → Cs )s∈S ), we can extend h in a unique way to a
Sig(CT )-homomorphism
h\ : A → Beh CT (C).
Proof. Using the characterization of Prop. 1, the result follows from the general
construction of final coalgebras over the category of {T1 , . . . , Tn }-sorted sets
(this generalizes the well-known result for Set [2]). Intuitively, h\ constructs
the behaviour of an element, which is the infinite tree given by all possible
observations that can be made successively applying the observers until a value
of observable sort (i.e. in S) is reached.
t
u
Given a signature Σ, we formally add cofreeness constraints of form
cofree(CT ), where
CT = (S, (obsi,j,k : Ti → Ti,j,k )i=1...n,j=1...mi ,k=1...ri,j )
is a cotype with Sig(CT ) ⊆ Σ, as Σ-sentences to our logic. A cofreeness constraint cofree(CT ) holds in a Σ-algebra A, if the reduct of A to Sig(CT ) is
isomorphic to the behaviour algebra Beh CT (C) over the set of colours C with
Cs := As for s ∈ S.
Note that this implies the satisfaction of the cogeneratedness constraint
(S, {seli,j,k |seli,j,k total}, {seli,j,k |seli,j,k partial}, ∅), i.e. each cofree cotype is
also cogenerated. The converse does not hold, i.e. a cogenerated cotype need not
be cofree. However, cogenerated cotypes still behave quite nicely (in contrast to
arbitrary cogenerated types): the elements of carriers of the non-observable sorts
(i.e. those outside S) are completely determined by their behaviours. Thus, the
elements can be identified with their behaviours, and up to isomorphism, we
have a subalgebra of the cofree cotype. Hence, cofreeness essentially adds the
requirement that each possible behaviour is actually represented by an element.
Note that an equivalent description of the behaviour algebra can be given in
terms of contexts [11], using the “magic formula”:
(Πv∈S̄ [CtxΣ
(S̄,(F̄s )

s∈S\S̄ )

(C)[zs ]v → Cv ])s6∈S̄

where CtxΣ
(C)[zs ] is the set of all terms consisting of constants in C,
(S̄,(F̄s )s∈S\S̄ )
observer operations and a single occurrence of a variable zs of non-observable
sort s.
The main benefit of cofree cotypes (in comparison to cogenerated cotypes)
is the principle
corecursive definitions in cofree cotypes are always conservative
meaning that any given model of a cofree cotype can (even uniquely) be extended
to a model of a corecursive definition over this cotype.
Note that if we want to get an institution, in order to be able to translate
the various constraints along signature morphisms in a way that the satisfaction
condition for institutions is fulfilled, one has to equip the constraints with an
additional signature morphism, as in [20, 17].
Fig. 3 contains a summary of the Casl concepts and their CoCasl dualizations (including structured free and cofree covered in the next section).

Algebra
type = (partial) algebra
constructor
generation
generated type
= no junk
= induction principle
no confusion
free type
= absolutely initial datatype
= no junk + no confusion
free { . . . } = initial datatype

Coalgebra
cotype = coalgebra
selector
observability
cogenerated (co)type
= full abstractness
= coinduction principle
all possible behaviours
cofree cotype
= absolutely final process type
= full abstractness + all possible behaviours
cofree { . . . } = final process type

Fig. 3. Summary of dualities between Casl and CoCasl.
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Structured free and cofree specifications

Besides institution-specific language constructs, Casl also provides institutionindependent structuring constructs. In particular, Casl provides the structured
free construct that restricts the model class to initial or free models. That is, if
Sp1 is a specification with signature Σ1 , then the models of Sp1 then free {Sp2 }
are those models M of Sp1 then Sp2 that are free over M |Σ1 w.r.t. the reduct
functor |Σ1 . This allows for the specification of datatypes that are generated
freely w.r.t. given axioms, as, for example, in the specification of finite sets over
an element sort shown in Figure 4.
The cofree { . . . } construct dualizes the free { . . . } construct by restricting
the model class of a specification to the cofree ones. This generalizes cofree

spec GenerateFiniteSet [sort Elem] =
free
{ type FinSet[Elem] ::= {}
| { }(Elem)
| ∪ (FinSet[Elem]; FinSet[Elem])
∪ : FinSet[Elem] × FinSet[Elem] → FinSet[Elem],
op
assoc, comm, idem, unit {}
}
end
Fig. 4. Specification of finite sets over an arbitrary element sort in Casl.

types to the case of non-unary functions (e.g. as in Figure 5) and the presence
of axioms (e.g. as in Figure 7 below).
More precisely, the semantics of cofree is defined as follows:
Definition 5. If Sp1 is a specification with signature Σ1 then the models of
Sp1 then cofree {Sp2 } are those models M of Sp1 then Sp2 that are fibrefinal over M |Σ1 w.r.t. the reduct functor |Σ1 . Here, fibre-finality means that
M is the final object in the fibre over M |Σ1 . The fibre over M |Σ1 is the full
subcategory of M od(Sp2 ) consisting of those models whose Σ1 -reduct is M |Σ1 .
This definition deviates somewhat from the semantics of free in that the latter
postulates freeness rather than fibre-initiality. (Actually, it might be worthwhile
to redefine the Casl semantics for free specifications in terms of fibre-initial
models.) We will see shortly that the more liberal semantics for cofree is essential
in cases where sorts from the local environment occur as argument sorts of
selectors. Call a sort from the local environment an output sort if it occurs only
as a result type of selectors. In the cases of interest, a more general co-universal
property concerning, in the notation of the above definition, morphisms of Σ1 models that are the identity on all sorts except possibly the output sorts follows
from fibre-finality.
We shall see below (Theorem 11) that the cofree cotypes construct is equivalent to cofree { cotypes . . . }. By contrast, the use of cofree { types . . . }
should be avoided:
Example 6. The specification
free type Bool ::= false | true then
cofree {type T ::= c1 (s1 :?Bool ) | c2 (s2 :?Bool ) },
is inconsistent. Indeed, by applying the uniqueness part of finality to a model
of the unrestricted type where T has an element on which both selectors are
undefined (this is allowed for types but not for cotypes), one obtains that any
model of the cofree type would be a singleton; however, singleton models fail to
satisfy the finality property e.g. for the model of the unrestricted type where T
is Bool × Bool and the selectors are the projections.

spec FunctionType =
sorts A, B
then cofree {
sort Fun[A, B ]
op eval : Fun[A, B ] × A → B
}
end
Fig. 5. Cofree specification of function types.

As an example for the significance of the relaxation of the cofreeness condition, consider the specification of Moore automata as given in Figure 6. Here,
the observer next depends not only on the state, but additionally on an input
letter.

spec Moore =
sorts In, Out
then cofree {
sort State
ops next : In × State → State
observe : State → Out
}
end
Fig. 6. Cofree specification of Moore automata.

In the standard theory of coalgebra, next would become a higher-order operation next : State → StateIn , and the cofree coalgebra indeed yields the final
automaton showing all possible behaviours - but only for a fixed carrier for In
(the inputs). The carrier for Out is also regarded as fixed; however, one can show
that the co-universal property holds also for morphisms that act non-trivially
on Out. If the semantics of cofree required actual cofreeness, i.e. a couniversal
property also for morphisms that act non-trivially on In, the specification would
be inconsistent!
Let us now come to a further modification of the stream example. If the
axiom were omitted in the specification in Figure 7, the model class would be
the same as that in Figure 1, instantiated to the case of bits as elements. With
the axiom, the streams are restricted to those where two 0’s are always followed
by a 1. Again, this is unique up to isomorphism.
It is straightforward to specify iterated free/cofree constructions, similarly
as in [23]. Consider e.g. the specification of lists of streams of trees in Figure 8.
Alternatively, one could have used structured free and cofree constructs as well:

spec BitStream3 =
free type Bit ::= 0 | 1
then cofree {
cotype BitStream ::= (hd : Bit; tl : BitStream)
∀s : BitStream
•
hd (s) = 0 ∧ hd (tl (s)) = 0 ⇒ hd (tl (tl (s))) = 1 }
end
Fig. 7. Structured cofree specification of bit streams in CoCasl.

SP then free {SP1 } then cofree {SP2 } then free . . .
Note that also in the latter case, there won’t be any free within a cofree or vice
versa.

spec ListStreamTree [sort Elem] =
free type
Tree ::= EmtpyTree|Tree(left :?Tree; elem :?Elem; : Elem; right :?Tree)
cofree cotype
Stream ::= (hd : Tree; tl : Stream)
free type
List ::= Nil |Cons(head :?Stream; tail :?List)
end
Fig. 8. Nested free and cofree (co)types.

An example for free within cofree is shown in Figure 9. Here, the inner free
has to be a structured one, since sets cannot be specified as free type directly.
Alternatively, sets may be specified using a generated type together with a
first-order extensionality axiom. We have preferred the former variant over the
latter one in order to be able to apply Theorem 10 below.

6

Modal logic

Given a cotype that defines non-observable sorts with selectors acting as observers, we can define a coalgebraic modal logic in the style of [14]. A nonobservable sort corresponds to a set of possible worlds, and leaving this set
implicit is the main idea of modal logic. A selector t with non-observable result
sort leads to modalities [t], <t>, [t∗], <t∗> (all-next, some-next, always, eventually), while a selector with observable result sort leads to a flexible constant
(i.e. a constant that depends on the respective world) that can be used to make
observations (by equating it to a term of observable sort). The modal logic then

spec NonDeterministicAutomata =
sort In
then cofree {
sort State
then free {
type Set ::= {} | { }(State) | ∪ (Set; Set)
op
∪
: Set × Set → Set,
assoc, comm, idem, unit {} }
then op next : In × State → Set }
end
Fig. 9. A free type within a cofree type.

consists of such equations as atomic sentences, which may be combined using
the modalities above and the usual propositional connectives, as well as quantification over variables of observable sorts. Using this logic, we can write, in the
example of Figure 7,
hd = 0 ∧ <tl> hd = 0 ⇒ <tl><tl> hd = 1
as syntactic sugar for
hd(s) = 0 ∧ hd(tl(s)) = 0 ⇒ hd(tl(tl(s))) = 1
Each modal formula φ has a sort, and is implicitly universally quantified over a
variable of this sort. The sort of φ is determined by the non-observable argument
in observers used in φ. In particular, a modal formula is well-formed only in
case of correct sorting. One may switch to a different sort (i.e. a different state
space) using the modalities, but only in a well-sorted way. If necessary (due to
overloading), observers have to be provided with explicit types. The ‘iterative’
modalities [t∗] and <t∗> are meaningful only for observers that remain within
the same non-observable sort.
Moreover, we provide a global diamond hglobali as suggested in [15], where
hglobaliφ expresses the fact that φ holds in some state of the system. For reasons
laid out in [15], the global diamond is restricted to positive occurrences. As
explained in [15], the global diamond is, in terms of expressivity, equivalent to
modal rules which state implications between validities of modal formulas. For
full details of the modal logic see [19].
The modal logic allows expressing safety or fairness properties. For example,
the model of the specification BitStream4 of Figure 10 consists, up to isomorphism, of those bitstreams that will always eventually output a 1. Here, the
‘always’ stems from the fact that the modal formula is, on the outside, implicitly
quantified over all states, i.e. over all elements of type BitStream.
Remark 7. The modal µ-calculus [13], which provides a syntax for least and
greatest fixed points of recursive modal predicate definitions, is expressible using free and cofree specifications: µ is expressible with free recursively defined

spec BitStream4 =
free type Bit ::= 0 | 1
then cofree {
type BitStream ::= (hd : Bit; tl : BitStream)
•
<tl ∗> hd = 1
}
end
Fig. 10. Specification of a fairness property.

predicates, while ν is expressible with cofree recursively defined predicates, and
nesting of µ and ν corresponds to nesting of free and cofree. It is an open point
of discussion whether future versions of CoCasl should include the µ-calculus,
or whether the existing modal operators and the explicit coding of µ-formulas
suffice for practical purposes.
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Existence of cofree models

The theory of algebraic specification and institutions provides us with a very
general characterization of the existence of free models [27]: free models exist for
specifications with universally quantified Horn axioms. (Part of) a dual result
has been obtained in [15]. In summary, results from [26, 14, 15] guarantee that
cofree coalgebras over Set exist for bounded functors and modal axioms or,
more generally, axioms that are stable under coproducts and quotients. This
has to be generalized slightly in order to cope with specifications with several
non-observable sorts, i.e. for coalgebras over Setn .
Even more generally, we have
Proposition 8. Let C be a category equipped with a factorization system
(E, M) for (large) sinks [1], and let Σ : C → C be a functor that preserves
M. Then (E, M) lifts to a factorization structure to the category CoAlg(Σ) of
Σ-coalgebras.
Let B be a subcategory of CoAlg(Σ) that is closed under E-sinks, and let
CoAlg(Σ) have a final coalgebra. Then B has a fully abstract final coalgebra in
the sense of [15].
Proof. The lifting statement is clear. The given condition on B is equivalent to
B being M-coreflective [1]. Then the M-coreflection of the final Σ-coalgebra is
a (fully abstract) final coalgebra in B.
The condition on Σ is always almost satisfied for the factorization structure
(jointly surjective, injective) on Setn , since injective maps in Setn are sections
provided that their domain is non-empty; in fact, by a construction described
for n = 1 in [3], we can always assume preservation of injective maps.

If C, and hence CoAlg(Σ), has coproducts, then closedness under E-sinks
is equivalent to closedness under quotients and coproducts, provided that every
E-sink contains a small E-sink (this is the case in Setn ). However, it is often just
as easy to argue directly via E-sinks, e.g. in the proof of the following rather
general sufficient condition for M-coreflexivity (and, hence, existence of final
coalgebras):
Lemma 9. Let Σ : Setn → Setn . If B is a subcategory of CoAlg(Σ) determined by formulas of the form
φ ≡ ∀s : S

•

P (s),

where S is one of the carriers of the coalgebra, and
P (s) =⇒ P (hS (s))
for each coalgebra homomorphism h with S-component hS , then B is closed
under jointly surjective sinks in CoAlg(Σ).
It is easy to see that this condition is satisfied for the modal logic formulas
described above.
We are now ready to state the main existence result:
Theorem 10. Let Sp be the specification
Sp1 then cofree { Sp2 }.
Call the sorts from Sp1 observable sorts. Let the specification Sp2 consist of (no
more than)
– declarations of non-observable sorts
– auxiliary datatypes that are defined over the other sorts using free with
only equational axioms (or an equivalent construction)
– further operations called observers that each have exactly one non-observable
argument and otherwise only observable arguments called parameters, and
– modal logic formulas, and
– (mandatory) further axioms (say, a redeclaration of the non-observable sorts
as cotypes) stating that domains of observers do not depend on parameters
and form a disjoint cover of the respective non-observable sorts.
Then Sp is conservative (model-extensive) over Sp1 .
Proof. From Proposition 1 together with monomorphicity of the auxiliary sorts,
we know that the category of Sp2 -models over a given Sp1 -model is equivalent
to a subcategory of Σ-coalgebras for some functor Σ : Setn → Setn . It is easy
to check that Σ is bounded, and hence admits a final coalgebra [26]; the proof
is finished by appealing to Lemma 9 and Proposition 8.
Moreover, we have
Theorem 11. If DD is a sequence of selector-based datatype definitions
without subsorting, then
cofree { cotypes DD }
have the same semantics.

and

cofree cotypes DD
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Tool support

It is quite straightforward to extend the central analysis tool for Casl (the
Casl tool set), to CoCasl. Of course, the more challenging task is to obtain
good proof support. Here, we aim at extending the existing encoding of Casl
in Isabelle/HOL [16] to CoCasl.
cogenerated types are no problem: coinduction is a second-order principle. The same holds for the infinite trees needed for cofree cotypes; actually,
Isabelle/HOL already comes with such trees.
The greater difficulties come with specifications of the form cofree {SP }.
If SP is flattenable and axiomatized within the modal logic, we can proceed
similarly to the case of cofree types: the model of cofree SP is a subcoalgebra
of the coalgebra of all behaviours (as specified by the corresponding cofree
type), namely the largest subcoalgebra that satisfies the modal axioms.
More complex examples, such as nondeterministic automata or trees with
unbounded branching, involve a free specification of output sorts of selectors
(like lists or sets) within a cofree {...}. Here, in a first step, we proceed as above
and encode the cofree type over the absolutely free type (only the branching may
now be infinite, being determined by a datatype). Then the cofree type over the
relatively free type is obtained as the quotient modulo the largest congruence
[12]. In terms of tool support, this means the following:
– Equality of elements in the cofree datatype is obtained as before by coinductive reasoning (or via terminal sequence induction [21]), the difference with
the absolutely free case being that the formulas in the free specification (e.g.
associativity, commutativity, and idempotence in the case of finite sets) are
now available for such proofs.
– Distinctness of elements is shown, again as before, by establishing that the
behaviours are different. Here, the encoding of free specifications comes in:
distinctness of two elements of a relatively free type is shown by separating
the two elements by a congruence.
Remark 12. Above, we have seen two cases where free specifications within
cofree specifications allow good technical handling:
– the output sorts of selectors for a cofree datatype may be given by a free
specification, which is handled as described above;
– the modal formulas that restrict the elements of the cofree type may involve
freely (or cofreely) specified predicates, which are dealt with in Isabelle by
means of least and greatest fixed points.
Beyond these two cases, the situation remains somewhat unclear. E.g., the following specification is inconsistent:
spec FinalElement = Bool then
cofree {
free type Unit ::= 1
op el : Unit → Bool
}

This seems to indicate that input sorts should not be restricted by equational
axioms (the freeness constraint can be replaced by an equation here), or in fact
by anything else except modal formulas; this is in agreement with suggestions
made in [14]. On the other hand, observe that constraining output sorts is more
or less mandatory: e.g., the specification of Moore automata (Figure 6) becomes
meaningless if the freeness constraint (for the type of sets) is omitted — the
model it describes is then just the singleton set (with a ‘power set’ consisting
only of the empty set). In other words, enough of a handle must be provided to
actually prove distinctness of observations.
Also, a proof principle for free specifications containing cofree specifications
seems to be much harder to obtain. Here, we propose to avoid the outer free
specification and use a generation axiom plus some characterization of equality
by suitably chosen observers instead.
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Conclusion and related work

We have introduced CoCasl as a relatively easy extension of Casl. CoCasl
allows algebraic and coalgebraic specification to be mixed. We have shown that
the well-known coalgebraic modal logic and even the modal µ-calculus can easily
be expressed in CoCasl, and give sufficient criteria for the existence of cofree
models (also in the case of nested cofree and free specifications). Finally, we have
shown how the existing coding of Casl into higher-order logic can be extended
to CoCasl.
CoCasl is more expressive than other algebra-coalgebra combinations in the
literature: [7] uses a simpler logic, while hidden algebra such as in BOBJ [24]
and reachable-observable algebra such as in COL [4, 5] do not support cofree
types (at least not at the level of basic specifications), which in particular means
that corecursive definitions are not conservative. For example, a cogenerated
specification of streams in COL with say, a cons operation, has also a model
consisting of pairs (finite list, bit), where the finite list specifies the first part
of the behaviour, and the bit specifies the (constant) behaviour afterwards. The
corecursive definition of a flip stream (consisting of alternating zeros and ones)
is then non-conservative.
By contrast, cofree types in CoCasl support a style of specification separating the basic process type (with its data sorts, observers and other operations)
from further, derived operations defined on top of this in a conservative way.
Note that this is not a purely theoretical question: programming languages such
Charity [8] and Haskell [9] support infinite datastructures that correspond to
the infinite trees in the behaviour algebras, and one should be able to specify
that as many infinite trees as needed for all programs over some datastructure
expressible in these languages are present in the models of a specification. The
Haskell semantics for lazy datastructures (at least for the non-left-→-recursive
case) indeed comprises all infinite trees, i.e. is captured exactly by a behaviour
algebra.

Unlike COL [4, 5], CoCasl does not simultaneously support a glass-box and
a black-box view on a specification. However, we plan to develop a notion of behavioural refinement between CoCasl specifications. Then, the black-box/glassbox view of [4] could be expressed in CoCasl as a refinement of a black-box
specification into a glass-box one, thus also providing a clear separation of concerns.
The Coalgebraic Class Specification Language CCSL [25], developed in close
cooperation with the LOOP project [29], is based on the observation of [22] that
coalgebras can give a semantics to classes of object–oriented languages. CCSL
provides a notation for parameterized class specifications based on final coalgebras. Its semantic is based on a higher–order equational logic and it provides
theorem proving support by compilers that translate CCSL into the higher–order
logic of PVS and Isabelle. In its current version, CCSL does not support data
type specifications with partial constructors, axioms or equations, i.e. it only
supports free types in the sense of Casl. Recently CCSL has been extended
by binary methods [28], which are supported in CoCasl via cogenerated constraints.
At the level of proof principles, recent research about circular coinduction
[10] and terminal sequence induction [21] is expected to provide tactics for the
encoding of CoCasl into Isabelle/HOL.
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